
HOW TO WRITE A NEWS FLASH SOUND

This lesson explains how to write news reports for TV, Radio and writing the cue as well adding extras including
graphics and sound effects.

Follow a simple subject-verb-object form. Context In news writing, context answers the question, "Why
should I care? Pacific Time. The news flash accomplishes two distinct objectives: The content itself is
important to get out to your readers. Your language needs to be simple, without any words that don't
contribute to the focus of the story. For more on that, here are 20 rules of subject-verb agreement. These are
phrases like, "According to the national weather forecastâ€¦" Here are some added prepositional phrases
examples. This refers to when you fail to emphasize the most important or most interesting part of the story,
starting out with secondary information first. Leads will exclude certain readers if they're full of jargon.
Examples of Good Leads Below, you'll find a few examples of particularly grabbing leads. When she turned
the money over to zoo officials, she joked that all the animals were not behind bars. The coverage provided by
the local stations eventually led to further investments and technological developments to provide real-time
news; newsgathering vehicles equipped with satellites began to be used on the local and national levels
beginning in the s. Avoid long or complicated words. Think of it from the perspective of telling a friend about
the latest news. Making News Really Flash When I worked in radio, we had a special intro - the sound of a
teletype machine and a echoing voice booming "Bulletin, bulletin! You can create a flash briefing to offer tips,
industry news, inspirational quotes, professional insights, and For the content type, select Audio. These names
are intended to set one station apart from the rest, especially for viewers who are chosen for audience
measurement surveys. Think of some old movies where you saw the paper boys holding up the latest edition
yelling, "Extra! A term which has entered common parlance to differentiate cable news from traditional news
broadcasts is network news, in reference to the traditional television networks on which such broadcasts air.
Man bites dog! This is dynamic, contemporary orchestral. Never use more than two prepositional phrases.


